[Recurrent respiratory infection in children: its clinical and laboratory evaluation].
Respiratory infections comprise the main cause of medical consultations, and one of two of the first causes of morbidity and mortality in children under five in developing countries. Epidemiological studies have shown that preschool children contract between four and six respiratory infections in the course of a year without this causing any alarm as a deviation from "normality". Yet, the general practitioner and the pediatrician are frequently faced with the dilemma of deciding whether the child who is "always ill" the use of the recurrent infections is, normal or has predisposing conditions to the infections. Among the predisposing conditions for recurrent respiratory infections in children are several host factors, such as immune defense mechanisms and non-immune mechanisms as well as the infections agent and/or the environment. This article is an overview of the clinical and laboratory evaluation findings of children with recurrent respiratory infections.